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Weed leaves twisting

Hey, man, I have a question. My leaves on one of my plants started to twist and some of them were drooping as well. They twist like half a time in the middle, so they're upside down or sideways. They're not sick or anything, just twists. I don't think you have anything to worry about. Some of my leaves get insufficient light near the main stem, starting out all
the twists, and then when they grow out into the light they fix themselves. Mine made that I just open the pot on the contrary, then it seems to stretch out after less than a day, if they speak in sunlight, then they will go to the light, that's why it works out by changing them ya that is normally twisted, but my leaves twist regardless of the light. They are just
twisting the od way and they are already big leaves, possibly fluctuations in pH with double burnt beans too. So burning nuts may make your leaves twist without yellowing them? In the first phase, yes, my leaves are not in the first phase, they are large and they just indicate a twist. Some are falling, but they start drooping halfway up the leaves. They're
bananas'ing Down also. Able to burn nuts? If not, what would it be? Is it just a new growth? I may be very watery, probably not enough, maybe a stalk or a root rot, not sure without seeing them and learning more about what you do with them. Some Ya, recently, and new growth. My watering table is perfect, I don't water until they are dry. Perfect humidity,
perfect temperature, perfect circulation of me has been feeding them the highest strength organic beans for about a month now, and I just switched them to flowering. Sick, posting some pictures later today, not the first phase of burning nuts, and yes, that's what it is, resting for watering a couple of times. Pills, recently, and new growth. My watering table is
perfect, I don't water until they are dry. Perfect humidity, perfect temperature, perfect circulation of me has been feeding them the highest strength organic beans for about a month now, and I just switched them to flowering. Some leaves start curling in themselves, they're very drooping, sick, posting some pictures later today, how often do you keep every nut
watered? I asked, as you said, how much nuts do you give them and what? What is your PhD? I have this same problem with new growth that looks very dry and small without discoloration. All I do is stick with only water, no extra nuts at all. After a few days, they picked it up well. I think it's watering with me because my soil dries bones every morning. My
solitude is that watering more every time switches between nuts and water, the ph balance meets any question, feel free to ask someone, shuggy.: stone: :48: :bong2: I have this thing happen to my widow, make sure your lights are not near the leaves, the problem is too much, the cannabis is twisted to dissipate too much heat. If your temperature&lt;90 F I'll
hold your hand over the leaf in question, if it feels uncomfortable after a minute, move the light up. That's what it's with me. Thanks everyone for the advice... I don't think it's heat from the lower bc leaf light that's not close to light (about 1 foot 6 inches away). Doing the same thing. I think it's the first step of burning bc beans, I've given them 5 ml for every L of
biogrow, just go to every biobloom watering. im im going down to 2.5 ml and just do it all water when they stabilise out if it's burning nuts, you'd just water until your plant recovered. Let them swap water/nuts will make the problem worse. If it is not clear, using only water, you may need to wash it off IMO:bong: :bong: Recently I discovered a fan blade with a
side curling blade. I'm not sure what to do because my plants look very healthy. I looked under the leaves to make sure I had no unpleasant pests. As I suspect, there's none. I scratch my head because my plants look healthy. Is this a genetic mutation or caused me? Do my plants lack vital nutrients or are my PH? I decided to ask my friend who is a fellow
OG grower, I said he did not know for sure, but do not worry. He's seen it before many times. He also mentioned that despite it, he achieved several growths with plants that he noticed were affected. I thanked him but decided that i should look at this issue a bit more. Here's what I found. I realized that the lateral curling blades are caused by a number of
growing problems. Here are some issues that may affect your growth. Does your plant look healthy? If your plants look healthy, but a few leaves are bending the hair to the side, I'll start by washing your plants. After washing, continue with less nutrient foods. Check your PH If your PH is off the mark, this may be the reason why your plant leaves bend to the
side. I recommend checking the PH of your nutrient solution before feeding, as well as running water to make sure it is in the expected range. For PH water growers should be between 5.6 and 6.5 for PH soil should be between 6 and 7. For best results, try maintaining a stable PH. Make sure you don't water your plants. Watering will make your leaves curl.
Many times your leaves will curl up when your plants are watered, but I also see cases when they curl on the side as well. If you think you may water your plants, keep your soil dry to the point where the upper pair of fingers dry. Then come back, watering and repeating. What should improve from that point forward and growth should return to normal when
watering is stable. Check your plants for pests Pests can definitely curl your leaves on the side, although there are no symptoms, it is better to check your plants regularly for bugs. The best way is to look under your fan blades. Side bending leaves are sometimes caused by mites. Unfortunately, the wide mite is almost impossible to see when the naked eye.
They are very small, but can cause significant damage to your growth. If you find that pests are making your plants grow side leaves, you should use DIY home remedies such as soap and water, or search for organic pesticides such as neem oil to slow down. Do not spray your plants before harvesting. I hope this short blog about side roll helps! If you have
any questions, please post them in the comments section. If you are interested to learn more about growing cannabis, please check out my blog. Here are some of my latest: Okay - I've searched everywhere and I can't really find anything. My leaves every time are always flipped like twisted stems. The plant is healthy and looks good, there are no pests -
ventilation and light, good nuts and everything. Even the leaves that flipped were fine, they finally flipped to the right. I have 1,000 HPS and 400 HPS in the 8x7x7 growth area, both cold air, the temperature is usually good between 68ish to 78ish, so I guess that's too much wind from the fans who blow it, or I read something said about too much light. But I
can't find any more threads... It doesn't seem to hurt at all, I guess I would like to know if anyone has heard of this or not. If I give them too much light, I want to save money on my electricity bills. I can slow my ventilation down too, I have that - my first growth. I think it's a high PhD, but I'm not sure I want to know the answer as well... I would go with a
wind/fan... I too had the same problem, but it was only in my first seedling, which I gave too much nutrients. The remaining sprouts look normal and they get weaker nutrients/mixing water. I'm not a fan of them at all, the temperature is usually in the eighties. Crushed coconut shells for soil low 70 at night, mid to high 80 during the day. When i saw that the
leaves looked otherwise healthy and the plants were growing well, it was just a little freak. A little of the nursery. My little freak &lt;3 hope to help you figure out what's going on! If anyone gets an answer, tell me please, I've been growing in the same way for many years and now my plants have twisted the leaves. I tend to use the same fertilizer (I grow
hydroponics) and check ph frequently the plants look good, and when they are under fire, twisted sodium seems to disappear. T.W.twist and curling blade is low in mg and n but n dunno You said they were in good condition apart from the odd curling. Last Modified: May 20, 2008 I have a ,.. My newest leaves at the top are growing some suuper and twisty
and ,... horns. It last disappeared when I moved my light ,... From my expiration it was just ,... stress. Where do you grow? You just got a problem and fixed two things and it worked. Soil mixed with bloody food and mushroom compost and mixed with sterile pots. If you're growing in the house, wash your soil really well, stir the soil and place it outside so that
the soil dries well. I did that and my plants recovered. I too have the same problem, but it was only in my first seedling, which I gave too much nutrients. The remaining sprouts look normal and they get weaker nutrients/mixing water. I'm not a fan of them at all, the temperature is usually in the eighties. Crushed coconut shells for soil low 70 at night, mid to high
80 during the day. When i saw that the leaves looked otherwise healthy and the plants were growing well, it was just a little freak. A little of the nursery. My little freak &lt;3 hope to help you figure out what's going on! hey guys just think id try n help you out a bit because there are some things you can fine lil and proly get better returns 1) fan them, You say that
your temperature goes from mid to high 80s to low 70s so say that they go from 87 to 72 (that is, how much realy temperature change 10 degrees is the maximum that the temperature should change and it will be helpful not to allow you to change a lot of lucky boys. This is my frist time and I don't see a failure as these are my girl Curling leaves occurring
during stress, heat and dramatic changes during humidity. You have to maintain good humidity and heat levels for them to keep him happy. One of my leaves started to twist as well. Everything is perfect, but I think mag/cal, so I added some to see if it's fixed or not. All in all, even if my crop is as healthy as, it's just a twist that trippy is a PH or... rather than
nuts or something.
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